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Zone
of Culture

Translation: Jerzy Wróblewski

The Zone of Culture, which grew in the location, where
the ‘Katowice’ colliery was operating not long ago, perfectly
symbolises the Katowice transformation from an industrial
city into a modern metropolis, vibrant with the energy of its
inhabitants. Today we have the majestic NOSPR - one of the
best concert halls worldwide, the impressive International
Congress Centre, which has already hosted important
economic, sports, and cultural events, and the modern Silesian
Museum.
Thousands of people meet today in the Zone of Culture.
They come to rest actively in beautiful surroundings, to ‘touch’

Marcin Krupa
Mayor of the City of Katowice

a high culture together with other people. This is the place, of
which we - inhabitants of Katowice - may be especially proud,
to which we can boldly invite guests not only from other
regions, but also from other countries. Because the Zone of
Culture creates today a colourful world of great events and
unforgettable experiences. I am very pleased to invite you.
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Zone of Culture

New Quality
The history of the Zone of Culture - one of the most spectacular investment achievements in the field
of culture - is closely related to the transformations affecting the entire city. Katowice is the centre of the
largest Polish metropolitan area and also the heart of the Silesian Voivodship. The nature of main business
areas of Katowice has been successively transforming within recent decades. The fame of ’the city of coal and
steel’ is a tradition today, based on which modern business and business tourism centre has been developing.
The promotional campaign supported by the slogan ‘For a change’ perfectly reflects and supports the city
transformation, being today a capital city of modern services, IT, technology, business, culture, and academic
education. Modern investments - office blocks, shopping centres, conference, cultural and transportation
facilities - are one of visible symbols of ongoing metamorphosis. Katowice has been developing and getting
lovely in the eyes of its inhabitants and of numerous guests visiting the city for business reasons or coming to
attend sports and cultural events.
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The Heart of Culture
Beats in Katowice
The Zone of Culture is one of few, if not the only project of this kind in Europe. The Spodek entertainmentsports arena - operating earlier - connected with bold investment projects - the new building of the Polish National
Radio Symphony Orchestra (NOSPR), the International Congress Centre (MCK) and the new Silesian Museum,
situated next to each other, create a space of unique functionality and huge importance for the whole city.
Residents receive the area responding to their daily needs of entertainment, recreation and rest, and visitors
- the venue of great sports, cultural and business events, attracting by a rich and varied offer. Thus, Katowice
obtains the space with a positive impact on its image and prestige.
The Zone of Culture is a clear symbol of a deep transformation of the place and of a total metamorphosis
from a metallurgical-mining city into a modern cultural centre, friendly to great events and offering artists a space
for dynamic activities.
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Zone of Culture
- a Bit of History
The early days of the Zone of Culture make also the history of a great transformation of Katowice and of
an invincible spirit of the city, which is itself again in the new reality and on its 150th birthday proudly presents
the effects of an extraordinary transformation. A few crucial implementation stages of one of the boldest cultural
projects in Europe:

1999 r. – the ‘Katowice’ colliery closes its operation, so the area

in the vicinity of the Spodek and the Chorzowska street becomes deserted

2011 r. – the start of

the International Congress
Centre construction

2009 r.– a stir in the

2010 r. – the

2011 r. – the next

future Zone of Culture starts from the

construction of a new Silesian

Spodek modernisations,

Spodek renovation

Museum starts

continuing till 2013

ext

The Zone of Culture
- a new district of Katowice

That is how a unique cultural
investment project was implemented

2012 r. – the construction of

the new building of the Polish National
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VI 2015 r. – the opening

of the new Silesian Museum

Radio Symphony Orchestra begins

X 2014 r.– the opening

VII 2015 r.– the Zone of Culture opened!

of the new building of the Polish

An excellent present for the 150th Katowice birthday

National Radio Symphony Orchestra

celebrated in September
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The MCK and the Spodek Arena
– a New Quality of MICE
The International Congress Centre is a strategic facility for the development of business tourism in the
city. Katowice - the host of events of international importance, such as the European Economic Congress or the
European Congress of Small and Medium Enterprises - needed such a building, which could satisfy the increasing
requirements of international events, congresses, fairs and symposia organisers.
The modernisation of Spodek, one of the most characteristic of the city and recognisable throughout Poland
facilities, was a harbinger of the Zone of Culture origination. The air conditioning was installed, the auditorium
was enlarged, VIP boxes originated. Also the lighting system was modernised, scoreboards and a mobile screen
installed, a new BMS (Building Management System) was implemented as well as an IT system and a TV cable
network and the Pretorian - a monitoring system. The asbestos façade scales were replaced with new ones.
The Spodek - logistically connected with the newly constructed International Congress Centre - co-creates today
the space, which can face the most excessive requirements and any needs of the MICE (Meetings - Incentives Conferences - Events) sector. Because of the Spodek connection with the MCK it is possible to gather more than
25,000 persons in one place.
Already the first events organised in the new location have shown that the MCK is a great asset of the city,
which affects its attractiveness and recognisability of Katowice on the domestic and international market.
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The Spodek in
the Zone of Culture
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Zone of Culture

A New
Business Tourism Centre
An impressive body of the facility, recognisable to a large extent due to a novel design of a green roof
available to the guests of the Zone of Culture, is the realisation of the idea of a Polish design office - JEMS
Architects. The project assumption consisted in the combination of congress, conference, exhibition, fair and
entertainment functions within one of the largest arenas in Poland. The MCK was created as a multifunction
premium class facility - it has both a conference room, and a conference centre, a banquet room, an auditorium
as well as a restaurant. Because of that it can face up to the organisation of the largest events or it can be a host
of several events at the same time.

The MCK in figures
18 – the number of

10 000 – the capacity of

35 000 – the number of

rooms housed by the

the Multifunction Hall in a concert

square metres of the building floor

facility

arrangement

space

8 000 – the area of the

Multifunction Hall in square metres

15 000 – the number of

spectators that can be simultaneously
housed by the facility
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The green valley on the
roof of the International
Congress Centre
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The New NOSPR Building
– the World Quality
The Silesian tradition and the Japanese technology - the combination of these elements allowed creating
a unique place, charming by both its artistic aura and a modern structure. The opening celebrations, honoured
among others by Mr Krystian Zimmerman performance, went down in history, and the NOSPR concert hall was
hailed the best in Poland and one of the best worldwide. Because of the experience and openness of the Nagata
Acoustics company, which gave a free hand to the Konior Studio design office, an original architectural object was
created, being at the same time the largest recording studio in the country.
A bold combination of a ‘vineyard’ model (the auditorium around the stage) with a ‘shoe box’ type hall
(stage at the end of a rectangular hall) is a great asset of the hall. Nobody, who attended a concert performed
here, will ever forget an exceptional sound quality and clarity and the comfort of communing with music ensured
due to them. The past was integrated with the future in a bold, novel design.
The red finish of window reveals is inspired by Nikiszowiec, the whole has been harmoniously integrated
with buildings of the former ‘Katowice’ mine. A professional interior is accompanied by friendly surroundings,
ensuring conditions for recreation: a park, play grounds, foot and bike tracks, an amphitheatre. The new NOSPR
building attracts and charms guests from the whole world. It is definitely a source of pride to Katowice.
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The NOSPR
opening
celebration
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of

The NOSPR in Figures
2 – the number 9 – the number of Beethoven’s

220 – the number of persons, that could 30

of concert halls in

symphony, performed by the NOSPR

be freely housed by the stage of the great hall

can

the building

during the ceremonial opening concert

(120-person orchestra and 100-person choir)

aud

6 – that many years 80 – the noisy installations were hidden in so

265 – that many

took the design and con- many external brick chimneys, moving them away from

PLN million was the

struction of the building the Concert Hall, so that they would not disturb the

building construction cost

reception of music

e

cost
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of Culture

300 – so many persons

450 – the number of trees

670 – so many light

can sit in the Chamber Hall

planted in the municipal park

outlets are responsible for the

auditorium

surrounding the building

mood inside the building

400 – so many rooms are intended for the orchestra 500 – the number of

1800 – so many

(chamber hall, individual and section rehearsal rooms,

spotlights, which ensure

spectators are housed by

dressing rooms, recording studios, canteen, hotel)

special effects during concerts

the great concert hall
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Silesian Museum
– a Model Revitalisation
A modern architecture of the new Silesian Museum harmoniously merges with relics of the past. A restaurant
operates in the former mine winder house, and the top of former ‘Warszawa’ shaft functions as a viewpoint, which
can be reached by a special lift. This way the Silesian Museum combines the ‘underground’ treasures with a broad
perspective of the city and a ‘bird’s-eye view’ of the entire Katowice in its transformed shape. A certain story is
related to the adaptation of history traces in the Zone of Culture. During the earth works at the construction of the
nearby International Congress Centre a pillbox was dug out, dating back to the 1940-ies. After a visual inspection by a
conservation officer it was adapted by the Silesian Museum.

Silesian Museum in Figures
3 – the number of Silesian 232 – the number of parking

Museum levels situated

spaces available in the underground

– the total exhibition
6
068
area of the Silesian Museum in square

underground

three-storey car park

metres

14 – exhibitions are situated

that many meters deep

2016 – the completion of next buildings of

former ‘Katowice’ colliery – the joinery, workshop,
forge and bath house is planned for this year
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The new seat
of the Silesian
Museum.
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Zone of Culture

Bird’s-eye view
of the Zone of
Culture.
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The Zone of Culture in Figures
10 – that many minutes a

160 000 000

– the amount in PLN, the cost

pedestrian will need to get from the

of complex renovation of the Spodek entertainment-sports

Railway Station to the Zone of Culture

arena, integrated with the Zone of Culture

120 – the length in metres of a

1 000 000 000 – the overall

pedestrian and cycle bridge connecting the

cost (in PLN) of investments in the Zone of Culture

Zone of Culture facilities

- the construction of the International Congress
Centre, the new building of the Polish National
Radio Symphony Orchestra and the new Silesian
Museum buildings together with the road system
reconstruction

W
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